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ABSTRACT 

PROMETHEUS UNCHAINED: THE RMA AND ITS AFFECT ON FUTURE 
TACTICAL COMMUNICATIONS SITE SELECTION by MAJ Daniel R. Kestle, USA 
56 pages. '        ' 

This monograph addresses the feasibility of continuing to rely on the high ground 
for tactical communications site employment in the future. Current communications site 
selection is based on well founded communications principles, technological constraints 
and warfighting methodologies. However, the US military is in the throes of debate over 
the fundamental characteristics of future warfare. At the center of this discussion is the 
concept of the "Revolution in Military Affairs" (RMA). The RMA stands to significantly 
alter warfighting methodology. The dominant driver for this phenomenon is technology. 
This is a two fold challenge to tactical communications providers of the future. Tactical 
communicators must be capable of both leveraging technology to support the warfighter's 
methods and employing these technologies to survive the rigors of the future battlefield. 
Accordingly, this monograph examines the affect the RMA may have on future tactical 
communications site selection. 

This analysis examines the historical development of military communications 
and the ramifications of the RMA on tactical communications site selection. After 
establishing and validating communications principles, the ability to provide the critical 
communications principle of continuity is examined for both historical RMAs and the 
future as projected by the current RMA. The four imperatives of continuity are 
connectivity, survivability, reliability, and redundancy. The analysis suggests that 
establishing tactical communications sites on high ground has historically enhanced, and 
will continue to enhance connectivity, reliability, and redundancy. However, whereas in 
the past, communications survivability on the high ground was relatively assured, 
analysis suggests a decrease in survivability on the future battlefield. This is because of 
the increasing lethality of the battlefield. And although this analysis does not completely 
refute the use of high ground for communications in the future, it does indicate that a 
reduction in reliance on its use would be prudent. 
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I. Introduction 

Prometheus and his brother Epimetheus, both Titans, were tasked by the Gods to 

create man. This they did by making man of mud. Together the brothers were to provide 

man and all the creatures of the earth gifts to enhance their survivability. But there was a 

critical flaw in their logistics plan. When it came time to provide for man, the gifts were 

at zero balance. In an attempt to correct this deficiency, Prometheus rose to the heavens, 

stole fire from the Gods and gave it to man. For this sin, Prometheus was chained to 

Mount Caucasus where a vulture preyed on his ever regenerating liver. It took the 

strength of Hercules to break the chains and free Prometheus.1 

Metaphorically, communications too is "chained" to high ground. Establishing 

communications on the high ground is a precept well rooted in the past. It is a concept 

that the US Signal Corps recognizes and has strong ties to. 

Hanging in a hall of the Signal Corps Regimental Headquarters is a Don Stivers 

Civil War painting entitled "Signals from Little Round Top." The painting depicts a wig- 

wag equipped Union Signal element in action atop Little Round Top during the Battle of 

Gettysburg. The detachment was credited with detecting the flanking movement of 

Confederate forces under General Longstreet. The performance of the Signal Element, 

immortalized in the painting, has been adopted by the Signal Corps Regiment as an 

official print.2 

Little Round Top is but one example of the use of the high ground for 

communications. However, history is replete with further examples. The historical 

utility of the high ground is well founded. High ground improves line-of-sight, which 

1 



enhances visual, audio, and electromagnetic signaling. The physical attributes of the high 

ground enhances wave propagation, and therefore the range of communications 

transmission. 

Signaleers understand the utility of the high ground and position communications 

sites on them as much as possible to take advantage of the propagation phenomenon. 

Technological changes are coming that may alter this perception. The significance of 

technological advances on communications employment depend on many variables and is 

difficult to predict. However, based on the general characteristics of the current 

Revolution in Military Affairs, one question immediately comes to mind: will it be 

feasible to continue to rely on the high ground for tactical communications site 

employment in the future? This is the fundamental question this monograph intends to 

answer. 

Signals providers select sites that ensure communications continuity for the 

warfighter. Continuity encompasses the imperatives of connectivity, reliability, 

redundancy, and survivability. In the past, ensuring continuity was largely dependent 

on the use of high ground for communications. This basic tenet has shaped tactical 

communications site selection since armies first took to the field. However, as the US 

Army leans forward in anticipation of twenty-first century advanced technological 

warfare, the validity of this premise is in question. 

To answer the research question of the high ground's relevance to tactical 

communications site selection in the future, this monograph examines the development of 

communications technologies in support of the warfighter and the utility of the high 

ground, and the general characteristics of past Revolutions in Military Affairs (RMA). 



This examination establishes and validates the principles of communications and 

illustrates historical reliance on the high ground to support these principles. In addition, 

this examination draws parallels between historical and the current RMA to determine if 

patterns exist. From there, a projection of future characteristics is plausible. 

Once future characteristics of the current RMA are defined, an evaluation is 

presented that examines the high ground's utility in supporting the principle of 

continuity on the future battlefield. From this evaluation, technological innovations and 

doctrinal implications in the future become evident. 

Answering the question of high ground's utility to tactical communications in the 

future is of interest to anyone who keys a radio. The question has particular 

consequences for the US Signal Corps. The Signal Corps has thus far been able to 

provide the tactical warfighter communications support under the auspices of continuity. 

However, will its current reliance on the high ground prove feasible on future battlefields 

as projected under the RMA? This question is critical to junior signal officers who are 

now learning the ways of communications in the tactical environment. Their ability to 

provide tactical communications support now, and be successful future communications 

planners and providers, hinges on understanding asset site location. Based on experience 

and technological asset parameters, signaleers know where to establish communications 

assets and why ("Get on the high ground to improve your line-of-sight!"). Will the RMA 

shatter this ingrained mental model? 

The findings of this monograph suggest that signal site survivability is becoming 

more tenuous. This is due to the increase in technological advances in emitter detection 

and long-range precision strike weapons. Communications sites on high ground are 



increasingly more easily detected and targeted. The implication is clear. To enhance 

tactical communications site survivability in the future reliance on the high ground should 

lessen. 



II. Communications and the High Ground 

The critical activity for a signals provider is communications support to the 

warfighter. At the tactical level, communications assets must be in proximity, both 

hierarchically and spatially, to the commander. Proximity allows the commander to 

direct emplacement of assets to support his needs (i.e., connectivity to his forces). The 

relationship between connectivity to the forces and the physical location of 

communications assets is dynamic. It must be constantly monitored and adjusted. It is 

this relationship between the physical location of the communication assets and the 

support performance required that is of interest. 

This chapter develops an understanding of the relationship—between where 

communications assets are and what capabilities these assets can provide—as it exists 

today. First, a brief examination of the evolution of communications assets should 

underscore the underpinnings of current communications support, specifically the 

capabilities communications provide commanders. Second, an analysis of the effects 

elevation has on communications should clarify why high ground plays an important role 

in the placement of communications assets. Both steps should, in turn, set the stage for 

the subsequent look into the future of communications and communications support. 

The Evolution of Military Communications 

This section traces the foundations of current Signal Corps tactical 

communications site selection doctrine. At the conclusion of this section, tactical 



communication principles will be understood. To accomplish this, three areas require 

examination. They are, in order: command and control (C2); the role of communication 

in C2; and the evolution of military communications. With historically derived principles 

of communications clear, the roots of current site selection doctrine should be more 

apparent. This will establish the baseline for discussing, in the subsequent section, the 

attainment of these principles. 

Command and control, by its very name, indicates two activities. FM 101-5: 

Staff Organizations and Operations defines command as the authority and responsibility 

vested in a commander to lawfully exercise leadership over subordinates. It goes on to 

state that "control [emphasis added] is the promulgation of the commander's decisions, 

guidance, and intent with subsequent supervision and adjustment of subordinate forces' 

execution to ensure compliance with the commander's intent."3 For a commander to 

successfully execute C2, he must develop a C2 system capable of assisting him in 

decision making and relaying his guidance. 

The C2 system is not an end in itself. The commander tailors it to suit his needs. 

There are, however, five primary components to any C2 system. These are personnel, 

communications, equipment, facilities, and procedures.4 It is clear that the C2 system is 

not solely reliant on the communications resource. However, communications is a 

critical link that enables a commander to control his forces. If a commander can not 

transmit information he can neither exercise authority nor convey his intent. Ergo, 

communications is a prime enabler of C2. Now that command and control, and the role 

communication plays in the process, are clear it is time to look at the evolution of military 

communication. 



As stated, communications supports the warfighter. As such, it is the boon of the 

signal supporter to adapt available technologies to support the warfighter. Conversely, 

the environment of the conflict and the characteristics of battle shape the warfighter's 

needs. The following historical review illustrates the interplay between the 

characteristics of the evolution of battle and the ability of technological advances to keep 

pace. 

In the days of old, the physical constraints of terrain and communications limited 

a commander's ability to control his force. What he could see he could influence. It was 

this line of sight (LOS) that gave impetus to the first communications systems.5 Thus, 

tactical communications on the battlefields of antiquity reflected man's (the 

commander's) ingenuity to cope with his environment. Because of the relatively limited 

size of the battlefield, a commander used visual or audible signals to direct his forces. 

Visual devices included raised weapons, battle flags, unit identifiers (legion standards, 

personal pendants, colored uniforms, etc.), and signal torches. The drawback to visual 

cues is the haze, dust, and smoke that can easily obscure them. To supplement visual 

signaling, audible devices were used. Audible signaling included drums, trumpets, and 

voice commands. However, for tactical communications it is evident that receivers of the 

visual and audible signals had to be within eye-sight or ear-shot. In other words, there 

typically had to be an uninterrupted straight line of sight from transmitter to receiver. 

Therefore, the messenger was used to further augment these systems. In the melee, the 

messenger was often the only way to ensure two-way communications.6 

The multiplicity of communications methods points to two Communications 

principles—continuity and versatility. It was imperative that the commander be able to 



relay instructions to his forces. Multiple methods ensure reliability, redundancy, and 

connectivity. Additionally, the mix of audio, visual, and messenger provide a flexible 

system capable of responding to the needs of the commander and battlefield conditions. 

As the physical dimensions of the battlefield increased so did the demands on the 

commander's ability to control his forces. The complexity of the expanded battlefield 

gave rise to the integration of the technological capabilities of the society. The 

commander, in developing his C2 system, looked to existing technologies to augment his 

abilities. 

A comparison between Napoleonic and Civil War C2 systems illustrates how 

technology extended the limits of the commander's ingenuity. Napoleon has been 

regaled for his development of the first modern staff; however, his communication 

devices were little changed from millennia before (e.g. the running messenger 

announcing the Greek victory at Marathon versus mounted messenger). So although his 

command apparatus was remarkably advanced his tactical communications system still 

relied on couriers—a feat he managed successfully.7 In contrast the Civil War 

exemplifies the integration of advancements in communications technology coupled with 

a "modern" staff. Communications devices included semaphore flags, hot air balloon 

with message drop, and, most notable, the telegraph. The development of horse-drawn 

"telegraph trains" enabled wire runs often miles in four hours, facilitating the role of 

telegraph in linking the strategic to the operational level.8 Although the bulk of tactical 

communications occurred via semaphore flag and messenger, the telegraph gave a 

glimpse of things to come. 



This period, and the Civil War in particular, gave birth to a third principle of 

communications—security. Because of the expansion of the battlefield, and the need to 

link the tactical to the strategic level, there was an exponential increase in the number of 

signals devices as compared to previous battlefields. The need to ensure physical security 

of the resulting signal detachments, as well as information security, came to the forefront. 

The next major strides in tactical communications appeared during World War I. 

The tactical level continued to rely on visual (e.g., flares), audible (e.g., whistles), and 

messengers. However, technological advances did allow the first employment of the 

telephone and tactical switchboards. Because of the static nature of trench warfare on the 

western front, this new commumcations technology proved successful. The more fluid 

nature of the German southern front proved more daunting to land-line communications. 

However, ingenuity and discipline allowed German signaleers to adapt to the pace.9 

It is clear that the general characteristics of tactical communications, from 

antiquity through the early 1900's, were similar. Armies used both visual and audible 

signals extensively. This was possible because of the physical proximity of the 

commander. A commander could observe the greater part of his forces and was able to 

relay commands to them with the use of primitive signaling methods. Although modest 

gains in communications occurred during the later part of the 1800's and early 1900's, 

the bulky equipment was hard pressed to support the tactical commander. As forces 

became larger and more dispersed, and the battlefield more chaotic, a crises in tactical 

communications was coming to a head. The world's leading armies began to wrestle 

with the problem of providing communications support under these new dynamics. 



The impetus for the next stage in communications evolution was two fold. First, 

the radical employment of fast moving mechanized forces was under development. And 

secondly, technological advances were necessary to establish an effective means for 

controlling these forces. The Germans were the first to succeed in both areas in adapting 

the blitzkrieg and the radio. It is probably no coincidence that early in his career Heinz 

Guderian, noted as the technical innovator of the blitzkrieg, was an assistant Signals 

Officer to the Headquarters of the German Fourth Army.10 Guderian himself insisted that 

German tanks be equipped with the best command facilities.11 Germany's versatile use of 

the radio to coordinate and control tactical formations (to include maneuver, air, and fire 

support) was not lost on the allies. The allies zealously strove to develop radios that were 

smaller and capable of increased range. Still, it was not until 1944 that the US Army 

fielded tactical radios capable of transmitting up to 100 miles.12 

Development and adaptation of the radio to the battlefield continued throughout 

the mid 1900's. Some emphasis, although arguably not enough, was placed on the 

coordination of air and ground. But a different kind of war, Vietnam, would facilitate the 

next advances in combat communications. 

Vietnam provided several challenges to the Signal Corps. These were manifest in 

the type of warfare (there was no perceivable front line), the terrain, an increase in the 

dispersion of forces, and the vital need to coordinate air support. The Signal Corps 

overcame these challenges with numerous and dispersed fixed stations, the advent of 

radio retransmission facilities, the ability to bridge tactical communications into both 

operational and strategic communications systems, and an increase in inter-service 

compatibility. The warfighter wanted reliable communications and he got it, at a price. 

10 



To ensure continuity, signal architects developed redundant systems. The 

communications network expanded from the traditional Frequency Modulated (FM) radio 

net to a complex intertwining of Amplitude Modulation (AM), Pulse Coded Modulation, 

tropospheric scatter (i.e., troposcatter), and the first appearance of satellite in support of 

combat operations. However, the majority of these systems were cumbersome and failed 

to provide the warfighter a flexible and adaptive system. There was a manning bill to 

pay, too. Due to the technical nature and dispersion of communications facilities, a large 

signal contingent was necessary. By the end of 1970, over four percent of the entire US 

armed forces (i.e., Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines) in sector were US Army Signal 

personnel.13 These monolithic systems, and the associated manning requirements, proved 

to be insupportable under the resrmcturing of the Army in the 1970's and 80's. 

Vietnam also taught an inverse lesson on the principles of communications. In 

the past, tactical communications devices had been relatively simple. Given a modicum 

of training, waving semaphore flags, blowing bugles, firing star clusters, and operating 

radios could be done by anyone. However, the complexity of incompatible tactical 

devices and networks during Vietnam proved daunting. A fourth principle of 

communications was rediscovered—simplicity. Ease of employment facilitates timely 

transmission of information. It is a principle the Signal Corps took to heart as they 

looked to the next evolution in communications. 

The Army learned their lessons and learned them well from Vietnam. These 

lessons, in conjunction with the Soviet threat in Europe, were the impetus for AirLand 

Battle. And signal support would have to adapt. Although the Signal Corps was capable 

of installing redundant, reliable communications systems, its existing systems were not 

11 



agile enough to support the tactical warfighter. With the exception of combat radio, the 

tactical backbone communications system continued to be a ponderous, slow moving 

beast. A more agile system was sought, and subsequently found in the British and French 

armies. 

The adaptation and evolution of the concept behind the British Ptarmigan and the 

French Resau Integre Transmissions Automatique (RITA) systems became what is today, 

the US Army's Mobile Subscriber Equipment (MSE) System. MSE is predicated on 

providing the warfighter a tactical communications system that is less man intensive, 

more easily displaced, and capable of providing on the move telephonic support (military 

cellular telephone). MSE supports both the tactical and operational level with telephone 

and combat radio interface, and provides connectivity to the strategic level. As MSE was 

evolving, so too was Tactical Satellite (TACSAT). Although TACSAT does not have the 

data capacity of the MSE system, its range capabilities allow it to function from the 

tactical to the strategic level. Thus, by 1990, the tactical commander was equipped with a 

complementary "signal triad" to support his C2 system. The triad consisted of combat 

net radio, MSE as his mobile telephone company for bulk traffic, and TACSAT for long 

distance connectivity to remote locations. In short, tactical communications met the four 

communications principles—continuity, versatility, security, and simplicity. This 

signal configuration received its trial-by-flre during the Gulf War and still exists today. 

Two things are clear from this evolutionary review. First, communications 

technologies must adapt to support the warfighting technique. As an example, land-line 

is effective in static or slow moving situations, while radio is necessary for fast moving, 

dispersed forces. Secondly, the historically derived principles of communications are 

12 



sound. Communications must provide the warfighter a system that ensures continuity, 

versatility, security, and simplicity. The synergistic effect of these principles allows the 

commander to exercise command of his forces by providing a conduit for the 

transmission of his guidance. But what is the keystone to implementing these principles? 

It is the physical manifestation of the communication equipment on the ground. 

Typically that point on the ground is elevated. The next section examines the age old 

axiom of signal equipment emplacement—-"get on the high ground." 

The High Ground 

High ground has historically offered the possessor an advantage. High ground is 

good. This is true for both the warfighter and the signaleer. This section validates the 

importance of the high ground for the warfighter and establishes the corresponding value 

to the signaleer. 

The historical tactical advantage of occupying high ground is not debatable. From 

the Battle of Hastings in 1066 to the Battle for the Falklands, the value of the high ground 

is evident (Senlac Hill in the former and the mountains of Port Stanley in the latter)14. 

There are several advantages to high ground. But the common denominator among the 

majority of these advantages is line-of-sight. Elevated terrain extends one's line-of-sight. 

Thus, the tactical commander on high ground reaps benefits in early target detection, 

tracking, and engagement. High ground to the historical commander meant more than 

just combat advantage though. High ground was critical to his command and control. It 

was in fact part of the "facilities" he used in exercising his C2 system. 

13 



From antiquity through the mid 1700's, command was dependent on the leader's 

ability to observe the battlefield and his forces. What he could see he could influence 

(observe, decide, and direct). Signals transmitted his decisions to his forces. 

Accordingly, a commander's signaling apparatus had to be in close proximity for 

responsiveness. Because the commander was on a hill top, facilitating observation of the 

battlefield, his signals system was on the hill top, too. 

As the size of forces and their dispersion increased, a commander was no longer 

capable of surveying the entire battlefield. As an example, Frederick the Great was often 

able to exercise direct command of all his forces from a static location overlooking the 

battlefield. However, fifty years later, during the Jena Campaign, Napoleon was unable 

to observe the entire field of battle and take direct action.15 Commanders were no longer 

capable of observing the depth and breadth of the battlefield. The migration of the 

commander away from direct observation (line-of-sight) of the battlefield and his forces 

created additional challenges to his signals system. The geographical displacement of the 

commander from his forces now hampered immediate transmission of information. This 

challenge to communications still exists today. 

Through the late 1800's numerous improvements/inventions were put into 

practice to facilitate distance communications (see previous section). However, all 

tactical systems relied on one variable line-of-site (LOS). To transmit information over 

distance, the receiver had to be capable of visual or audio reception. To improve 

unobstructed LOS, transmission from elevation made sense. 

Through the early 1900's, the reliance on high ground for communications had 

two significant drawbacks First, because of susceptibility to enemy fires, 

14 



Communications had to be positioned to the rear. Although this facilitated 

communications survivability, it promoted defensive operations. Moving 

communications assets forward to support the offense was time consuming. Secondly, 

displacing from high ground, even if in close proximity to the front, is a slow process. 

The need for a communication system to overcome these shortfalls was clear. The advent 

of the radio, for the most part, overcame these deficiencies. And, although wireless 

communications was first demonstrated 16 December 1842, it took until World War II, 

almost 100 years, before its appearance at the tactical level. 

However, radio introduced other constraints. Radio emits an electromagnetic 

signal. In general, the range of the signal depends on the transmission frequency and the 

forward power of the radio. The electromagnetic signal travels like a wave on water. If 

you drop a pebble is in a body of water, an omnidirectional (two dimensional on the 

water's surface) wave travels out from the point of impact. The wave starts out high and 

tapers at extremes from its origin. Dropping a larger rock initiates a larger wave which 

would travel farther. As vision can be blocked or obscured, so too can radio waves. If an 

obstruction exists in the water, the wave will somewhat wrap around the edges, but a 

clear deadspace is observed to the rear of the object. Someone at the edge of this 

obstruction would sense some of the wave, but one behind would sense nothing. Radio 

waves in the air propagate like the water model. Accordingly, the concept of LOS holds 

true for radio as it did for antiquity's audio and visual signaling systems. Once again, the 

ideal location for radio is one with no obstructions between the transmitter and the 

receiver—on high ground.16 

15 



Radio continues to be the workhorse of the US Army tactical communications. 

Today, it is found in every facet of the Army's tactical communications architecture. 

This architecture consists of four networks: Area Common User System (ACUS, 

installed via MSE), Combat Net Radio (CNR, tactical voice radio, typically 

SINCGARS), Army Data Distribution System (ADDS, a data network), and broadcast 

(typically transmit-only stations for position location/navigation, e.g., Global Positioning 

System).17 All of these systems rely on electromagnetic transmission via radio. Radio 

performs optimally when positioned on high ground with minimal obstruction between 

the transmitter and the receiver. 

Current Communication Site Selection Doctrine 

Doctrinal principles for the employment of signal assets to the warfighter is found 

in FM 24-1: Signal Support in the AirLand Battle. FM 24-1 states that the four 

principles of signal support are "continuity, security, versatility, and simplicity."18 

Continuity encapsulates the ideas of survivability, reliability, redundancy, and 

connectivity. Security addresses both physical and informational. Versatility refers to 

flexibility and interoperability. And simplicity codifies ease of employment. Based on 

the previous historical review it is easy to understand the evolution of these principles. 

They make sense. The implementation of these principles, however, is more elusive.19 

A thorough review of signal doctrine does not reveal a capstone document for 

successfully supporting the above principles. However, a general analysis of the 

technical characteristics of current tactical communications does point to an inherent 

keystone. To fully exploit the capabilities of signal assets, proper site selection is critical. 

16 



Where does a Signal leader go to find doctrine on signal site selection? They don't. 

There is none. Perplexing though it seems, signal site selection, based on technical 

capabilities and warfighter needs, is enigmatic and is found in bits and pieces within 

eleven separate Field Manuals.20 

However, a quick analysis reveals the rule-of-thumb in tactical communications 

site selection. The bulk of tactical communications is done with radio. Radio operates 

best when there is a clear LOS from transmitter to receiver. High ground improves the 

probability of a clear LOS. Ergo, positioning signal assets on high ground enhances 

communications. 

All signal officers understand this principle and have ingrained it as a tenet to 

successful communications. Anyone who has been to the National Training Center 

(NTC) can attest to this truism. A Brigade Commander often positions his Tactical 

Operations Center (TOC) in a wadi for security. The result is high agitation for the signal 

personnel who attempt to elevate antennas to ensure a clear LOS to outlying forces. "Sir, 

if you could just place the TOC on top ofthat hill..." 

Summary 

Commander's must craft their C2 system to meet their needs. The system must 

support the warfighting method and leverage available communication technologies. 

Tactical communications site selection is critical to both support the warfighter's 

methodology and to exploit technological capabilities. In general, the positioning factor 

for tactical communications devices from antiquity to today is the reliance on LOS. It is 

axiomatic that signal assets on high ground enhance LOS and thus communications. 
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Although current signal doctrine is very clear in stating the principles of signal support 

(i.e., continuity, security, versatility, and simplicity), there is no doctrine for tactical 

signal site selection with respect to technological capabilities. This monograph contends 

that, though a measurement (i.e., the principles) for successful communications exists, 

there is no published capstone doctrine to implement it. The previous review suggests 

that the keystone to supporting the communications principles is signal site selection. 

This is the critical point where communications manifest in support of the warfighter. 

Currently, the practice of tactical communication site selection is a function of experience 

and communication device capabilities. Experience and technological capability have 

effectively chained signal sites to the high ground. The next chapter examines future 

battlefield characteristics that may affect current tactical communications site selection. 
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III. The Revolution in Military Affairs 

Today there is a debate over exactly what a Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) 

is and whether we are in the midst of one. For the purposes of this paper, the point is, in 

general, moot. The debate does, however, highlight two aspects that are critical to 

understanding tactical communications on the future battlefield. First, what the 

battlefield looks like—debate participants are trying to predict the nature of the future 

battlefield. And secondly, the perception of an RMA, whether real or imaginary, is 

shaping our future forces today. Warfighters of the future will have to adapt their C2 

systems to communications equipment being procured now. Tactical communications in 

the future hinges on these two points: the general characteristics of the future battlefield 

and the technology's ability to respond to the warfighter's C2 needs. Both the 

environment and the warfighter's requirements will drive how communication support is 

executed in the future. 

The aim of this chapter is to paint a picture of the technological aspect of this 

future battlefield. With a firm understanding of the environment communicators will 

operate in, and the technologies available to support the principles of communications, a 

subsequent evaluation between the past and future will be possible. To meet this end, this 

chapter reviews the definition of RMA, presents possible historical RMAs, synthesizes 

characteristics of the future battlefield, and concludes with a discussion on tactical 

communications under the auspices of RMA. 
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Throughout this chapter it is important to keep perspective on RMA implications 

for tactical communications. Communicators strive to implement the four principles of 

communications: continuity, security, versatility, and simplicity. Continuity, above all 

else, is the most important. Continuity entails connectivity, survivability, reliability, 

and redundancy. 

What is an RMA 

There is much debate over the term RMA. To some, it has sweeping connotations 

indicating grand transformations.21 To others it is deeply rooted in societal conflict 

between and among agrarian, industrial, and information "wave" societies.22 However, 

for the purposes of this monograph, RMA is best described by Metz and Kievit who said, 

"The basic premise of the ...RMA is simple: throughout history, warfare usually 

developed in an evolutionary fashion, but occasionally ideas and inventions combined to 

propel dramatic and decisive change."23 In general, ideas are synonymous with 

conceptual changes in warfighting methodologies, and inventions connote technological 

advances. 

Most authors agree that a true RMA reflects more than military changes. These 

changes can manifest themselves in social, political, or policy changes.24 However, what 

is of interest is the fundamental change caused by an RMA and its subsequent impact on 

tactical communications. The RMA, by definition, implies changes in warfighting 

methodology and technology. These two changes will clearly have an impact on 

communications. 
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What other future changes will impact the communicator? No one can predict 

them with certainty, however, reviewing past RMA characteristics can provide a 

benchmark for future trends. With reasonable future trends in hand, it will be possible to 

evaluate current communications principles against future requirements. 

Previous RMAs 

The five RMAs for review are the Roman Legion, Napoleonic Warfare, Needle- 

gun Warfare, Blitzkrieg, and Desert Storm. 

The Roman Legion. Prior to the inception of the Roman Legion, the renown 

military formation was the Phalanx—meaning "roller."25 The phalanx, first developed 

by the Macedonians, consisted of infantrymen, called hoplites, on-line and at a depth of 

eight to sixteen men.26 Greek terrain, which is unfavorable to the use of cavalry, provided 

the impetus for this development. The hoplites were well trained, armored, and armed 

with shields, short swords, spears, and pikes. With twenty-one foot pikes, the appearance 

of the phalanx on the battlefield could be likened to a porcupine. The density, up to 

10,000 men, of this formation provided mass and staying power.27 If attacked by arrow, 

shields could be raised about the entire formation. If attacked by cavalry, the pikes could 

be lowered to defeat the horse at a distance from the leading line of men. In the close 

fight, the short sword did most of the work, however, spears allowed second and third 

line forces to participate in the fray. 

The density of the phalanx made command and control of this formation 

relatively easy. After the commander had surveyed the battlefield, he had only to pick 

terrain favorable to his plan, and march his forces in mass to that location (for a 
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description of tactical communications during this time see Chapter II). The phalanx 

appeared to be unstoppable. In fact, the formation enjoyed dominance on the battlefield 

for over 400 years. However, the phalanx did have an Achilles heel. Its mass restricted 

mobility and flexibility. 

The Greek phalanx, because of its success, was adopted throughout the north and 

northeastern Mediterranean. Although the formation's exploitation is best illustrated by 

the conquests of Alexander the Great, it was also used by the Spartans, Hellenites, and the 

Romans, to name a few. The Romans achieved initial success with the phalanx by 

creating smaller phalanxes called maniples. However, untrustworthy troops had a 

tendency to reduce maniple intervals with the effect of forming a Greek phalanx of old.28 

The impetus for the change to the phalanx was a crushing defeat suffered by the Romans. 

In 105 BC, a Roman army of 80,000, and employing the phalanx, was virtually 

annihilated by barbarians in the Battle of Arausio.29 To rectify this, Marius of Rome, 

undertook the reform of the Roman army. 

Marius instituted two sweeping and revolutionary changes. First, though 

accepting the general concept of the phalangial formation, he changed its fundamental 

organization. He established the cohort. A cohort consisted of eight to ten ranks of men, 

fifty across. The Marian legion consisted often cohorts arrayed in depth (typically three 

deep). This allowed more flexibility and control while in contact or moving to contact. 

A phalanxed army, moving in mass, could easily be flanked by this new organization. 

Secondly, Marius increased the interval between the men. Whereas men in the phalanx 

were shoulder to shoulder, Marius increased the interval between men to three feet while 

maneuvering, and six feet for close combat. This had the effect of enhancing mobility 
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and flexibility, reducing vulnerability to arrow attack, and providing combatants with 

ample room to weld their sword.30 In comparison, only first rank men of the phalanx 

were capable of engaging with the sword. And, because of their density, they were 

capable of only short thrusting. By increasing Roman combatant surface area, Marius 

was able to get more troops effectively into the fight. Executing these changes in the face 

of phalanx was not only revolutionary, but gutsy! 

The death of phalanx warfare was sealed during the battles of Cynoscephalae and 

Pydna. Both battles were cases of the Roman legion meeting the Macedonian phalanx. 

In both cases, the legion was victorious.31 

The ramifications to tactical communications are subtle. In both the phalanx and 

the legion, communications were primarily visual, audio, and messenger. This was 

possible because of the limited rate of advancing forces and the scope of the battlefield. 

Specifically, the pace of infantrymen and the commander's LOS supported visual, audio 

and messenger communications. However, with the phalanx, only one communications 

receiver needed to get the message. With a single focal point it was relatively easy to 

ensure tactical communications connectivity, survivability, reliability, and 

redundancy. Conversely, the revolutionary aspect of the legion increased the number of 

receivers tenfold (i.e., ten cohorts requiring control as opposed to a single phalanx). 

Additionally, cohort mobility and troop intervals increased dispersion of these receivers 

on the battlefield. Both of these increases in the number of receivers and in dispersion 

placed a premium on connectivity, reliability, and redundancy. 

Napoleonic Warfare. Up until the late 1700's very little had changed in the 

conduct of war. Armies, largely infantry, remained small and were led by commanders 
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who could position themselves to observe the entire battlefield. It was the agrarian nature 

of states that constrained the size of armies. States could field armies up to a size that 

was commensurate with the state's ability to equip, sustain, and control them. The 

relatively small size of armies had two affects. First, fear of losing the army limited 

grand objectives to the occupation of strategic and political centers.32 Typically, in 

achieving those objectives, under no circumstances was the existence of the army to be 

jeopardized. And secondly, commanders were literally able to observe all of their forces 

on the battlefield. In this manner of warfare, battles were often concluded by merely 

attaining a position of advantage. A commander, perceiving his position as untenable, 

could retire his forces and possibly lose the conflict without ever becoming engaged. But 

the dawn of the industrial revolution, coupled with technological, social, and political 

changes was to forever shatter this concept of war. 

The predominant characteristics of the Napoleonic RMA were threefold: 

technological, organizational, and strategic. First, technological advances had a profound 

impact on state infrastructure, weaponry, and populations. Of particular note were the 

improvements in roads, canals, and cartography which enhanced a state's ability to move 

forces. As the infrastructure improved, so did the economy. With a robust economy, 

population densities increased. To an army, population means manpower. Additionally, 

food to support a large population could be easily requisitioned for military purposes. 

The second characteristic, organization, was an outgrowth of societal changes and 

control requirements. The French Revolution enflamed a nationalistic spirit. The 

Grande Armee would not lack for volunteers. This fact alone was revolutionary. 

Whereas previous armies rarely passed 80,000, the French were capable of fielding an 
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army 150,000 strong.33 The ability to control a heretofore unwieldy behemoth was rooted 

in concept of the corps. By 1805, the French army had eight numbered corps. Each 

corps consisted of 20,000 to 30,000 men, and was organized as a mini-army. In this 

manner, a corps could conduct stand-alone operations for several days, or because of 

uniformity, be exchanged one for the other.34 

The last characteristic of this RMA was one of fundamental strategy. Napoleon's 

strategy was to seek out a general battle in which he could decisively destroy the enemy's 

force. This was a marked departure from the previous concept where armies, least of all, 

sought heated engagements. 

The Napoleonic RMA arose from the synergistic effect of social, political, 

technological, and organizational change. Napoleon was at the right time and place, and 

had the brilliance to be the catalyst for this revolution. His ability to command and 

control the largest army in history (at that time), was testament to his prowess. In short, 

the Napoleonic RMA, at the door of the industrial revolution, was the precursor to 

modern warfare and nations in arms. 

The implications for tactical communications were significantly different at the 

juncture of this RMA. In general, Napoleonic warfare was characterized by large forces 

advancing on separate axes. This often created several battlefields (e.g. Jena and 

Auerstadt). A commander was no longer capable of observing and directing all of his 

forces on the battlefield. At the tactical level, a commander could now easily be a terrain 

feature behind his forces. Although tactical communications still relied on visual, audio, 

and messenger, as did the Roman legions, the challenges to the principle of continuity 

had increased in magnitude. Whereas rates of advance and messenger service still moved 
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at the pace of the infantryman or the horse, force dispersion had increased distances 

dramatically. As an example, just prior to the Battle of Jena-Auerstadt, the wings of 

Napoleon's force were separated by forty miles.35 On horse back, and maintaining a five 

and a half mile per hour pace, it would take over seven hours to pass information from 

one wing to the other. Using tactical communications technology that was virtually 

unchanged in over 2000 years, it is remarkable that Napoleon was as successful as he 

was. 

Needle-gun War. Needle-gun warfare typified the impact of the industrial 

revolution on warfare. It encompassed warfare in the later part of the 19th century, 

specifically the American Civil War and the Franco-Prussian Wars.36 These wars 

exemplified the conduct of war in the full swing of the industrial revolution. 

The industrial revolution's impact on warfare was primarily technological. Most 

noteworthy were advances in weaponry, transportation, and communications. The 

introduction of first rifled weapons and then firing-pin (needle gun) rifles enhanced rates 

of fire, range, and accuracy. Although these advances increased lethality, the advent of 

the needle gun also allowed infantrymen to reload from the prone position, thus reducing 

exposure. The dominant transportation advance was that of the railroad. The railroad 

enabled nations to mobilize vast numbers of men and transport them tremendous 

distances in a short time. Expansion of the railroad facilitated the development of 

advanced communications. Of note was the telegraph. The telegraph, initially strung 

along railroad beds, was used to control the massive transportation effort. Success of the 

telegraph quickly led to military applications (see Chapter II). 
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Arguably the most revolutionary aspect of this period was mobility. Never before 

could such large numbers of men and supplies be moved so quickly, so far. As mobility 

increased, so did dispersion. It is axiomatic that commanders, to be successful, must 

maintain C2 of their forces. Increasing force dispersion strains a commander's C2 

system's ability to maintain continuity. It was the telegraph, as a corollary to the 

railroad, that enabled C2 systems to function. Those who understood and exploited this 

concept were successful (e.g., Grant's Vicksburg Campaign and Helmut von Moltke's 

campaign against Austria). 

Ramifications to tactical communications were twofold. First, advances in 

weaponry brought signals detachments into range of enemy guns. This is the first 

historical instance where communications survivability was seriously in jeopardy. The 

cause of this, in large part, was a result of the second impact of the period—dispersion. 

As forces gained mobility, their dispersion naturally ensued. To compensate for this, 

communications providers improved connectivity by establishing elaborate visual relay 

systems. Because tactical commanders could be a terrain feature or two behind their 

forces, signals wig-wag detachments were positioned on interim high ground to enhance 

connectivity. 

High ground along the front was typically in weapons range of the enemy. 

Tactical communications sites positioned on the high ground were increasingly at risk. 

During the American Civil War, slow rates of advance tended to fix communications sites 

and further exposed them to enemy fire. To offset this risk, messengers were relied upon 

to provide redundancy. In contrast, the Prussians, under the direction of Moltke, 

overcame the threat to communications survivability by relying on force mobility. A 
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moving target is more difficult to hit. Although this improved survivability, it stressed 

other continuity imperatives that would not be resolved until the next RMA. 

Blitzkrieg. Some argue that World War I was an RMA.37 And, indeed, in it the 

industrial revolution was harnessed as never before. Advances in production made 

possible the equipping, arming, and transportation of multimillion man armies. There 

were also advances in tactical communications. Most notable were the land-line 

telephone and, to a lesser extent, the radio. However, warfare as a whole, in this author's 

opinion, experienced no significant revolutionary change. The static and attrition nature 

of war during WWI indicated devolution. In this environment, communications 

principles were relatively easy to support from the communications provider's 

perspective. Conversely, the blitzkrieg, synthesized several changes of the day and 

resulted in a clear departure from previous warfare methods. The implications to tactical 

communications were profound. 

The static nature of WW I was costly, in both manpower and materiel, and 

indecisive. On all counts, Germany, least of all, could afford a rematch under these 

circumstances. To gain victory, a radical departure from this form of war was necessary. 

The Germans were the first to advance military art under the auspices of the blitzkrieg— 

lightning war.38 

Blitzkrieg is predicated on speed and force. As such, it relies heavily on 

mechanization and an integrated arms concept (airpower, fire support, and maneuver). 

The industrial revolution, at its peak, was capable of providing the mechanical tools in 

support of this concept. Specifically, these were advances in weaponry, the internal 

combustion engine, and the radio. Weaponry improvements included airplanes, tanks, 
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and rockets, to name a few. These provided the blitzkrieg a strike force punch. 

Perfection of the internal combustion engine had two primary implications. First, tactical 

commanders were freed from reliance on static rail lines for transportation and supply. 

Secondly, this new found freedom of maneuver restored mobility and tactical art to the 

battlefield. However, as seen in previous RMAs, mobility leads to dispersion. The 

Germans overcame this by decentralizing command and fully exploiting the capabilities 

of the radio. Radio provided instantaneous two-way communications to all levels of war. 

The combination of advances in mechanization and communications gave the Germans a 

flexibility and speed heretofore unparalleled. Coupled with an integrated arms doctrine, 

they were virtually unstoppable during the first years of the war. 

The revolution of the German blitzkrieg concept shattered all previous paradigms 

on the conduct of war. The success came from the ability to harness existing 

technologies, adapt military doctrine, and innovate C2. These enabled the Germans to 

field a force that was mobile, flexible, and powerful. 

The most significant implication for tactical communications during this RMA 

directly resulted from the increase in tactical mobility. Mobility tended to increase: unit 

dispersion and number of receivers, range to receivers, and risk to signals sites. The 

prevalence of the radio on the battlefield, for the most part, did enhance the capability of 

the signals provider to support the principle of continuity. However, the ability to 

support the imperative of survivability dropped significantly. 

During WW I, fixed troop units promoted fixed communications. At the tactical 

level, these were typically entrenched land-line telephones. Survivability of these assets 

was ensured by positioning the vulnerable switches well to the rear. The blitzkrieg 
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yanked the signaleers from the safety of the rear. Communications assets would now 

have to travel with fast moving mobile forces. Because of the radio's reliance on line-of- 

sight, isolated relays would have to be established along interim high ground to ensure 

connectivity with higher echelons. Proximity to the close fight and isolation, while in 

relay/retransmission mode, lessened the survivability of these communications assets. 

Although in its infancy, another threat to communications survivability was 

looming on the horizon. This was the increasing sophistication of radio direction finding. 

During WWII, this was not a significant threat to the tactical commander; although 

triangulation was relatively simple, bringing fires to bear quickly upon identified emitters 

was another matter. Mobility, although stressing the C2 system, did provide 

communications a modicum of security. However, the potential of advances in 

electromagnetic signature detection and location were becoming apparent. 

Desert Storm. TRADOC PAM 525-5 states that Desert Storm (DS) epitomizes 

the current RMA and offers a glimpse of the future conduct of war.39 However, debate 

over exactly what the RMA is continues to rage. At a philosophical level, the debate 

centers around the Tofflers' assertion that we are in the midst of the creation of "third 

wave warfare" (information based warfare) and that DS was an indicator of things to 

come.40 At the muddy-boots level, "innovations in technology and doctrine" are the crux 

of the RMA debate.41 However, for the purposes of this monograph, there are three 

characteristics of interest. These are the profusion of sophisticated technology on the 

battlefield, the joint and combined nature of the conflict, and increasing lethality. 

Technological advances, and an increased reliance on them, were evident in every 

aspect of the war. From weaponry to communications to emitter detection, the theater 
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was packed with advanced gadgetry. The bulk of these advances rely on the 

electromagnetic spectrum. Whether relaying targeting data to precision weapons, or 

simply transmitting requests for supply, the preponderance of the systems employed 

during DS used radio. 

The second characteristic of DS, its level of joint and combined operation, has no 

precursor. If nothing else, DS validated the US's ability to integrate different doctrines, 

equipment, and technologies into one effective fighting force. Given the distances and 

number of forces involved, the feat was nothing less than astounding. In this 

environment, a tactical commander could find himself operating with British land forces 

and relying on the Saudi Air Force for close air support. The intricacies of accomplishing 

this, although perhaps not apparent to the layman, are immense. 

Finally, DS illustrated the increasing lethality of the battlefield. This is 

demonstrated by the elimination, or negation, of the traditional concept of the deep, close, 

and rear battle. As Macgregor states, to the Iraqi's it seemed "the deep, close, and rear 

battles were compressed into one seamless continuous attack."42 This was a departure 

from previous conflicts where opponents have had safe havens. The pace, depth, and 

breadth of the coalition attack denied the Iraqi's any respite anywhere. The US was able 

to accomplish this with advances in weaponry, C2 sophistication, and innovations in 

doctrine. 

To the tactical communicator, the implications of DS are threefold. First, there 

appears to be an ever increasing sophistication of communications technologies. 

Presumably, these advances will continue to improve the communications provider's 

ability to implement the principle of continuity. On the other side of the technological 
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coin, the enemy's ability to detect transmitters will also improve. Secondly, future 

conflict will be a more joint and combined affair. This suggests potential problems in 

equipment integration and network management. And finally, battlefield lethality is on 

the rise. This translates directly to a decrease in communications site survivability. 

Although these three characterize a continuing challenge to the communications 

providers' ability to support the principle of continuity, there is good news. 

Technological advances are, thus far, capable of ensuring connectivity, reliability, and 

redundancy over vast distances and between international forces. The bad news for 

communicators is the specter of lethality. As emitter detection improves, and weapon 

precision and range increase, survivability of communications sites declines. 

RMA Trends 

Several RMA trends are apparent from the previous review. It is important to be 

cognizant of these as we look towards communications on the future battlefield. In 

general, previous RMAs indicate increases in the following: force dispersion, mobility, 

reliance on technology, emitter detection, and lethality. Technological advances appear 

to be capable of keeping pace with, and ensuring, continuity in the face of these first 

four. However, countering lethality remains elusive. The next section examines the 

implications of these characteristics on future communications. 

Implications for Future Communications 

The principles of communications are immutable. The equipment and 

environment in which future communicators will have to execute them is not. The RMA 
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suggests significant changes are afoot in technology and that increasing lethality is a 

predominant characteristic of the future battlefield. Communicators should begin to 

come to terms now with both the employment and emplacement of advanced 

technologies in this environment. Accordingly, this section focuses on leveraging 

technology and enhancing survivability on the future battlefield. Because of the myriad 

of advances in communications, a review of three will give a general idea of where 

technologies are heading. These are: the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), burst 

communications, and commercial satellite. Proper employment of these technologies has 

direct implications on survivability. 

Currently, a US Army heavy division employs roughly 10,700 radio emitters and 

operates in a 45 kilometer by 70 kilometer area.43 Given the rapid advances in 

technology, dispersion (caused by mobility and lethality), and the increasing reliance on 

information gathering and transfer, it is conceivable that the number of emitters in a 

heavy division may double. In no way, shape, or form, will high ground accommodate 

emplacement of all of these devices to enhance LOS. 

One solution to this problem is to use a UAV to act as "virtual" high ground for 

emitters. Current tests on the medium altitude Predator reveal that the concept is not 

merely plausible, but practical. The Predator operates up to altitudes of 45,000 feet and 

can loiter for up to 40 hours. Test communications packages being flown provide 

thirteen spot beams covering an area of 193 kilometers by 113 kilometers. When flying 

at 45,000 feet, the Predator is capable of communications with the ground at up to a range 

of roughly 240 nautical miles.44 Future UAV communications packages, referred to as 
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HAE UCN (High-Altitude-Endurance UAV Communications Node), will be able to carry 

multiband, multimode payloads, and be capable of crosslinking between aircraft.45 

So what does this mean for signal site selection and survivability in the future? 

Lots of emitters mean lots of electromagnetic signatures. Electromagnetic signatures on a 

technologically sophisticated and lethal battlefield is bad. Positioning an emitter on high 

ground can be likened to a light-house, except the beacon doesn't warn of disaster—it 

invites it. The use of the HAE UCN has the potential to negate this affect. With proper 

employment, the HAE UCNs will allow the possible plethora of communications emitters 

to position in low lying ground, using the high ground to mask electromagnetic 

signatures. 

Another solution is to develop radio burst communications technology to support 

conventional force operations. The positive side of burst communications is the reduced 

duration of transmission. By reducing the duration of transmission, the probability of 

intercept (POI) drops to negligible levels. There are, however, two drawbacks to burst 

communications. First, current burst communications devices do not allow for 

simultaneous two-way traffic. The duration of the transmission is simply too short (i.e., 

milliseconds) to conduct intelligible voice communications. Secondly, burst 

communications devices are radios. As such they are bound by the physics of 

electromagnetic wave propagation and their performance is still related to unobstructed 

LOS. So, although electronic detection is negated, the emitter still functions best when 

positioned on high ground. In the face of increasing lethality, high ground does not seem 

like a good place to be on the future battlefield. 
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One possible use for burst communications is friendly vehicle tracking. 

Currently, some commercial trucking companies are using meteor burst communications 

to track trucks and containers. This concept could easily be adapted to military use. 

Meteor burst communications relies on naturally occurring meteors to act as signal 

retransmiters. As meteors vaporize in the upper atmosphere, they create ionized trails. 

These trails literally retransmit radio signals. Thus, military vehicles on the move could 

transmit short messages (e.g., unit identification and gird) to a division or corps master 

station, that tracks all friendly movements. The advantage of this system is the obviation 

of the use of the high ground. Meteor trails create a virtual, albeit short lived, high 

ground.46 

Finally, another possible solution to increasing survivability on the future 

battlefield is exploitation of satellite communications. The use of satellite 

communications at the tactical level made its first appearance during DS. However, the 

number of available channels and devices was limited. As commercial satellite 

constellations begin to proliferate and provide global coverage (e.g. Iridium), their 

military applications become unlimited. It is conceivable that hand-held satellite 

communications devices could be found at the squad level in the not-too-distant future.47 

A thorough review of all technological advances to tactical communications 

would take a lifetime. However, the common nature of these advances is easily 

discernible. They are all attempts to enhance the principles of communications in support 

of the warfighter. The three advances mentioned above point to one aspect of these 

principles—survivability. In each case, the intent is to have electromagnetic emissions 

propagate upward to a relay/retransmission platform. The implications are twofold. 
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First, by reducing horizontal emissions, the probability of enemy detection and 

interception drops to imperceptible levels. And secondly, vertical LOS enhances defilade 

transmission. The warfighter will be able to hide his TOC in virtually any terrain and still 

be able to communicate. Both enhance the survivability of communications sites. 
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IV. Conclusion 

Into the Future 

Communications support is based on four principles: continuity, security, 

versatility, and simplicity. To be successful, communications above all else, must 

provide continuity. Continuity, as defined earlier, encompasses connectivity, 

reliability, redundancy, and survivability. Connectivity allows a commander to 

transmit information to, and enables the C2 of, his forces. If one provides for 

communications security, versatility, and simplicity, but not for continuity, are the 

communications successful? No! 

Connectivity is dependent upon technology. From antiquity through the early 

1900s, tactical communications technology operated in a two-dimensional environment 

and was limited to the receiver's physical capabilities (i.e., visual and audio acuity). 

During this time, devices were designed and employed to enhance the transmission of 

information over horizontal linear distance; transmission distances were limited by 

human capacity to recognize visual and audio signals. The advent of the radio increased 

connectivity range and allowed for the fuller integration of a third dimension to the 

battlefield—the air. All of these transmission means (visual, audio, and electromagnetic) 

are bound by the physics of wave propagation. Unobstructed wave propagation, clear 

line-of-sight, facilitates transmission. Accordingly, establishing signals assets on high 

ground enhances LOS. 
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In the past, employment of communications assets on high ground maximized 

technological capabilities. However, as pointed out in Chapter III, the challenge of the 

future lies in continuing to provide continuity on an increasingly lethal battlefield. 

Given this future environment, is reliance on the high ground as imperative in the future 

as in the past? To find out, it is necessary to evaluate the principle of continuity, and its 

four imperatives, in view of the historical RMAs and attempt to project this into the 

future. 

The common communications variable throughout each previous RMA is the use 

of the high ground. High ground has always been used to enhance continuity. To 

determine high ground's utility in the future, this evaluation assumes its continued use. 

The following graph provides a qualitative illustration of each RMA's ability to 

implement the imperatives of continuity through the use of the high ground. 
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Connectivity. Communications connectivity to forces was perfect in the times of 

antiquity and during DS. In the former, a commander had LOS with all of his forces 

because of limited size of the battlefield. In the latter, technological advances ensured 

connectivity. In comparison to antiquity and DS, connectivity was less adequate from 

Napoleonic warfare to the blitzkrieg. Nadir during the needle gun era, reflects the effects 

of increasing force mobility and dispersion and the inability of communications 

technology to keep pace. The brief examination of future advances presented in Chapter 

III lend credence to the assertion that technology's ability to maintain connectivity with 

fast moving and widely dispersed forces, as demonstrated during DS, will continue into 

the future. 

Reliability. As with connectivity, reliability during antiquity was based on 

proximity to the commander and the system used. Tactical communication under the 

immediate control of the commander were responsive and simple. Increasing force 

mobility and dispersion, and tactical communication's limited evolution resulted in a 

degradation in reliability during the Napoleonic and needle gun eras. Antiquated 

message modes—audio, visual, and messenger—were still the primary means for tactical 

communications. These simplistic systems enhance reliability, though, because of 

mobility and dispersion, not to the same degree as during antiquity. The advent of the 

radio during the blitzkrieg era restored communications reliability to the battlefield. 

Although an analog device, and arguably tenuous at times, radio provided a responsive 

real-time tool to the warfighter. Advances in digital communications clearly provide 

reliability, as demonstrated during DS. It is plausible that as communications 

technologies advance, reliability will continue to improve in the future. 
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Redundancy. Redundancy from the Roman legion through the era of the needle 

gun was adequate and unchanged. In all cases, audio, visual, and messenger systems 

were used for tactical communications. This triad provided the commander redundant 

communications means. Conversely, the exponential increase in mobility and dispersion, 

and the infancy of the tactical radio, reflect less adequate redundancy during the 

blitzkrieg. The Germans overcame this by decentralizing C2. However, the point 

remains valid—if industrial age communications (radio) were lost, agrarian age 

techniques (audio, visual, messenger) could not effectively overcome the shortfall. 

Technological innovations and the maturing of the radio restored redundancy to the 

battlefield as seen in DS. During DS the warfighter had available to him, in addition to 

the agrarian age techniques, AM, FM, MSE, and TACSAT. The continuing proliferation 

of varying types of communications devices suggests that redundancy will remain well in 

hand. 

Snrvivability. The implications of survivability on the future battlefield are 

perhaps the most difficult to glean, but analysis is revealing. In general, survivability of 

communications sites has continued to degrade. During antiquity, communication site 

location ensured survivability. Communications were in close proximity to the 

commander. Commanders were typically located in a position of relative safety. 

Accordingly, the communications system was survivable. As force mobility and 

dispersion increased, communications sites have had to locate either directly with combat 

units or, due to LOS requirements, on high ground in order to ensure continuity. In either 

case, communications sites have become more vulnerable. Technological advances in 

emitter detection and targeting have exacerbated this phenomenon. Desert Storm is a 
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case in point—Iraqi communications sites were easily detected and targeted. It makes 

sense that this trend will continue into the future. Thus, the adequacy of survivability, 

more than all other continuity imperatives, is in question on the future battlefield. 

Findings and Implications 

No one can foresee the future. However, based on the above analysis, one can 

discern certain plausible trends. In general, it is clear that tactical communicators strive 

to support the principles of communications. Of these principles, continuity is the 

critical task for a communications provider. Of the four imperatives of continuity, 

technological advances appear to directly improve three: connectivity, reliability, and 

redundancy. However, technology alone can not improve the fourth imperative of 

continuity, survivability. This is due to the immutable physics of wave propagation. 

Waves have always, and will always, travel best via unobstructed LOS. In the past, 

extensive use of high ground augmented LOS. However, as the battlefield continues to 

become more lethal, and as emitter detection and targeting improves, the high ground will 

become more vulnerable. This is apparent in the continuing decline in communication 

site survivability. Although it would be folly to suggest that the high ground has no 

utility in the future, the above analysis suggests reliance should diminish. 

A key finding of this research suggests that communications site survivability in 

the future may require renewed consideration. Tactical communications site selection 

doctrine should evolve to recognize the vulnerabilities associated with placing 

communications sites on the high ground. In all, the principles of communications don't 

change. Communicators must continue to support the warflghter with a communications 
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system that provides continuity. This is accomplished on a battlefield regardless of 

technological changes that increase lethality. 

As the battlefield becomes more lethal, due to technological advances, 

communicators will have to get smarter. The findings of this research suggest that the 

high ground will have diminished utility in the future. The high ground is always 

considered first in maximizing communications range and LOS, however, opponents 

recognize this fact and will be capable of effectively targeting it. Technological advances 

in emission detection is the primary reason for this. Communicators can anticipate 

emitter detection, targeting, and engagement to occur more rapidly in the future. The 

challenge is to establish communications sites that reduce the probability of enemy 

interception, but still provide for continuity. To survive on the battlefield while 

providing for continuity, tactical communications sites should consider the high ground 

less and look to technological advances to circumvent the need for it. While technology 

can provide the tools to accomplish this, doctrine should follow suit to implement them. 

While exploiting technology advances and adapting doctrine will be relatively 

easy, supplanting the high ground mental model will not. As Senge says in The Fifth 

Discipline. "Learning that changes mental models is...challenging...disorienting 

[and]...can be frightening as we confront cherished beliefs and assumptions."48 

Like Prometheus, tactical communications has been chained to the mountain. The 

affect of the RMA, unlike Hercules, does not appear to "free" tactical communications 

from the high ground. What the RMA does do, is increase the length of the chain 

allowing tactical communication site selection flexibility. This research suggests 
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reducing dependence on high ground is a concept that should be instilled in signals 

providers now. 
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